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Equipment can make or break a
maintenance organization. It must be
suited to the job. Winter operations re-
quire the highest level of equipment
maintenance. It is a good idea to review
equipment needs immediately after each
winter season, when they are fresh in
your mind. If new equipment is
required, it can be ordered with good as-
surance of delivery prior to the next win-
ter season.

The secret to successful winter mainte-
nance is the ability to fight storms with
equipment already on hand. The key is
proper equipment maintenance. Snow
and ice control equipment should never
be stored without being cleaned. It
should be inspected for possible
repairs, and  repaired if necessary.

In fall training sessions, discuss each type
and class of equipment which employ-
ees will be operating. Go over strengths
and weaknesses of each. Describe

performance capabilities, load
and weight limits, specifications,
safety considerations, attach-
ments and modifications.

If possible, assign each operator
to a specific spreader, plow or
loader. Man and machine make
a better team when they work
together regularly. The feeling
that a vehicle “belongs” to an
employee also will make an
operator show more responsibil-

ity for its upkeep.

In some organizations, it may be neces-
sary to switch operators from one piece
of equipment to another. Then manage-
ment must depend on a system of checks
to ensure that equipment is properly  op-
erated and maintained.

Thoroughly inspect all equipment during
late summer or early fall. Make all repairs
and order stocks of parts not
locally available. Pay particular
attention to these components:

• Inspect condition of moldboard and cut-
ting edge of all snowplows. Order
adequate stocks of parts for all types of
plows.

• Inspect snowplow hoists and underbody
blades. Check air and hydraulic hoses and
other critical parts of power units and ob-
tain adequate replacement stocks.

SNOWFIGHTING TRAINING PROGRAM - MAKING EQUIPMENT COUNT
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•  Mount, load and test all spreaders. Make
necessary repairs to spreaders and order
critical parts. Calibrate all spreaders and
place the calibration card on or over the
visor or in glove compartment of truck.

• Supervisors should have copies of all
calibration cards on file in the administra-
tive offices.

• Inspect all vehicle lighting, including
wiring and sockets on headlights, tail
lights, brake lights and turn signals.

• Make sure sufficient stocks of tire
chains, tires, spreader repair parts and
other miscellaneous supplies are on hand.

• Make sure all personnel are familiar with
spreader controls, whether manual or
automatic.

To keep equipment in top condition,
establish a regular maintenance routine to
be followed all winter. Equipment
operators should inspect vehicles after
each storm and report needed repairs to
the garage or to the staff mechanic.
Spreaders will need to be recalibrated
after repairs to the hydraulic system.

The first step in vehicle maintenance is to
make sure every operator knows what to
expect of each piece of equipment.
Operators should check these items
carefully.

Spreaders. Inspect pumps, hoses, con-
trols, and fittings. Check spinners, augers,
and auxiliary engines.

Controls. The two major components of
any hydraulic system are the pump and
the controls, whether manual or automatic.
All operators should become thoroughly
familiar with spreader controls. No two
hydraulic systems are exactly the same.
Therefore, controls may differ from truck
to truck. Know your equipment and how
the auger or conveyor and the spinner
react at various settings.

Plows. Carefully inspect blades after each
use. If blade wear begins eating into the
moldboard, it will be very costly to re-
place. Remember that snow plow blades

do not wear evenly. Replace blades when
they are badly worn at any point! Have
operators check blade wear during storms.
(Right-hand plows wear most rapidly on
the left side, while the  opposite is true
for left-hand plows. Reversible plows
may show wear on either side, depend-
ing upon operating time in each position.)

All Electrical Equipment. Inspect and
service all lighting and electrical equip-
ment regularly, including wiring and
sockets. Carry ample stocks of parts for
rotating flasher units, including lenses and
lamps. Faulty wiring and failure of alter-
nators, generators and batteries cause the
most downtime in winter maintenance
vehicles. Nothing is more terrifying and
dangerous than a stalled and darkened
vehicle in a winter storm.

Communication Equipment. Test all ra-
dios and phones in the field to make sure
they are charged and operational.

Safety Equipment. Make sure there are
flashlights, flares, flags and safety vests
in truck cabs. A first aid kit is also a good
idea. It is preferable to wear hardhats at
all times and don’t start out without
securing seat belts.

All vehicle operators should know the
location and telephone numbers of
emergency repair and refueling stations.
Qualified personnel should be on hand
in garages during storms to promptly
carry out minor repairs or make a start on
major repairs. Replenish spare parts in-
ventories immediately following storms.

Equipment needs vary markedly. How
many plows or spreaders are necessary
for each mile of pavement depends upon
snowfall, frequency of storms, traffic and
topography. How much equipment an
agency can afford is an important
consideration as well. A straight salt
program requires less equipment than one
using abrasives, or other deicers.

Despite careful planning, equipment on
hand may be inadequate in certain
situations. Don’t be caught short.
Compile a list of all rental equipment
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available from contractors or haulers
during snow emergencies. List
specifications, rental rates and the names,
addresses and telephone numbers of
owners. Establish ground rules for
contracting for this equipment. It is
important that every supervisor
understand who has the authority to call
rental equipment into action. Arrange
before winter to “borrow” equipment and
operators in emergencies from
local military installations, reserve units
or neighboring maintenance agencies.
Determine which officer is responsible for
specific equipment and negotiate details
for its use, if it is needed. It is difficult to
know when a blizzard will strike,
requiring tracked vehicles or other
heavy equipment.

Training sessions should
include operators who may be
brought in during emergencies,
whether contract operators and/or
equipment. They should also in-
clude personnel who may be “bor-
rowed” from other departments
such as sewer and water or the
park service. In fact, anyone
capable of driving a plow and/or
spreader should be included. A
Commercial Drivers License will
likely be required for all operators and
mechanics.

Warning! Before permitting rented or
loaned equipment to operate, make sure
your department is protected from liabil-
ity for property damage or injuries result-
ing from accidents, and that insurance
 coverage is adequate and complies with
all state and local laws or ordinances.

Preventive maintenance is crucial!
After each storm, all equipment must be
cleaned, washed and allowed to dry.
When dry, components such as chains,
sprockets, hinges, spinners and other
moving parts should be coated with used
motor oil, diesel fuel or kerosene. Grease
all bearings. Check hydraulics and quick
disconnects for leakage. All washing and

maintenance must be conducted in
specific areas to protect the equipment.

The versatile underbody plow is very valu-
able in snowfighting. In light snow, it can
run at fairly high speeds with safety. Its
down pressure is helpful in removing
snowpack and ice. It can usually be pur-
chased economically. The underbody
blade is also a good training tool for new
operators.

Salt Institute
700 N. Fairfax Street, Ste. 600
Alexandria, VA 22314-2040
Phone: 703-549-4648
Fax: 703-548-2194
E-mail: info@saltinstitute.org
www.saltinstitute.org

The WV T2 Center would like
to thank the Salt Institute for
providing the articles on
pages 1-6.
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Snow and ice covered roads create havoc for travelers. Driving becomes a nightmare, crashes multiply, and busi-
nesses close. Lost wages put pressure on family budgets. Roadway maintenance agencies get sued for negligence and
see their insurance premiums skyrocket, putting further pressure on local tax revenues. Trial lawyers have a field day.

Drivers, parents and businesspeople feel very empowered as voters on Election Day. Good government and good
winter maintenance are good politics. The public expects to have safe roads and streets. Drivers demand winter
maintenance services to remove the hazard of snow and ice. They hate to feel threatened and powerless behind the
wheel of a skidding car or frustrated and powerless when their schoolchild reports the school bus slid into a snow
bank.

Mobility is not only important but also demanded by the public. With almost 200 million motor vehicles operating in
the United States and 17.4 million motor vehicles in Canada today the following facts show why:

• Motorists travel 2.6 trillion vehicle miles each year in the United States, 79.2 billion vehicle miles each year in
Canada

• Over 70% of workers who commute to work use their personal vehicle

• Over 80% of intercity travel is by motor vehicle

• Growth in the suburbs has drastically increased traffic densities on local roads

• Access to retailers, service establishments and other businesses is often wholly dependent on personal
vehicles

• New “just-in-time” manufacturing practices depend on predictable delivery schedules for delivery of
materials to maintain economic efficiency and competitiveness, especially in snow belt areas.

A winter maintenance program is more than just sending out plow trucks
in response to citizen complaints. An effective winter program requires
planning, assigning and delegating responsibility and authority, coordi-
nating and communicating with other agencies and services, having
equipment in working order and training personnel.

You can decide how your program should best fit your community’s
needs and establish policies accordingly. Professional snowfighting,
however, requires both policy-making leadership as well as effective
management. Policy alone cannot clear roads of ice and snow and make
them safe. That takes adequate budget, proper equipment, and trained and committed
personnel. It takes the whole team.

Remember Michael Bilandic. “Michael who...?” Chicago Mayor Michael A. Bilandic
was the successor to the legendary Richard J. Daley, father of the Windy City’s current
mayor. Voters in “The City that Works” lost patience with Mayor Bilandic’s failure to
perform snowfighting and he was denied re-election, emphatically. The history of
public administration has many examples. Hopefully, we’ve all learned our lesson that
the public understands and expects professional performance when it comes to
snowfighting.

WHY SNOWFIGHTING?

SNOWFIGHTERS NEED TOP MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
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Salt bridges first. Bridges freeze long
before road surfaces because they do not
hold warmth as a roadbed does, since
cold air reaches both the top and bottom
surfaces of bridge decks. They should
receive early attention and an application
of salt. Bridge decks may ice over even
when there is no precipitation because
of high humidity and low temperatures.
Anti-icing has proven especially effec-
tive at preventing frost on bridges.

Salt on the high side of elevated curves.
Salt brine will flow down and across a
banked curve. If salt is spread down the
centerline, everything above it will re-
main icy. Spread salt on the high side of
the curve and let gravity do the rest of
the work.

Leave no gaps. Operators must go
beyond their assigned areas, if necessary,
to plow or salt a gap that has not been
treated for some reason. A short,
neglected stretch of roadway can be very
hazardous to an unsuspecting motorist.

Watch for drifting. In continued high
winds, maintain a patrol to watch for
drifting and slick spots, even after the
pavement has been cleared. Plow and
treat icy buildups with a salt application.
If the highway has an asphalt or
stabilized shoulder, drifting may be

controlled with a salt application on the
shoulder to form a “melting barrier.”
During some very low temperature
storms with dry blowing snow, salt
should not be used. The dry snow may
blow off the pavement if no salt is used.

Avoid slick conditions from buildup
of ice or packed snow by applying a
salt application heavy enough to pre-
vent refreezing. Traffic icing is very
dangerous. Occasionally, under certain

weather conditions, a paper-
thin sheet of ice forms in
wheel paths on a bare pave-
ment even when pavement
looks clear. The light ice
formation can be deadly.
Maintenance operators should
be instructed to watch for this
condition and to apply salt
immediately when it is
detected.

Get equipment on the road.
Once word of an impending
storm has been received and

plows are mounted and trucks loaded,
get vehicles out of the yard and onto
their plowing and spreading sections
as soon as possible. Delay in getting
to critical areas may cause severe
traffic tie-ups.

Make a list of trouble spots that
operators should salt first during
storms. Make sure all personnel
understand that bridges, intersections,
ramps, hills and curves come first.
Have operators patrol highways rather
than wait at maintenance areas for
direction. It is far better to have equip-
ment on the road when snow begins
than in the maintenance yard. Nothing
is more reassuring to motorists than to
see loaded spreaders and plows patrol-
ling prior to storms.

Give interchanges special attention.
Salt on and off-ramps as quickly as
possible. A safe road or street is of little
value without safe entrances and
exits.

Can trucks be kept out of the way?
Many states are providing current road
and weather conditions to the media,
at rest areas and on the Internet. One
state has a novel plan aimed at reduc-
ing costly and dangerous traffic tie-ups
during snowstorms by keeping truck-
ers posted on road conditions. Here is
how it works:

Eight district engineers in different
regions of the state relay information
about road conditions to one trucking
company in their area. The trucking
firm passes the information on to other
truckers who request it by radio
or telephone. The road condition
information becomes available within
minutes to a vast number of motorists
equipped with CB radios as it
is relayed on various citizens’ band
channels. Company dispatchers are
instructed not to send trucks into areas
where trouble spots exist and to advise
drivers if chains are needed.

The “Snow Alert” eliminates many
serious tie-ups caused by trucks and
other vehicles trying to negotiate
impassable routes, giving maintenance
crews a chance to work with less
interference from traffic.

Deicing grates on bridges. Many
drawbridges and other opening spans
have open metal grating over part
of their length. Salt applied on these
structures simply falls through the mesh
with very little melting effect. To melt
ice that forms on the metal, spread a
salt application up to the dividing point
between concrete and steel and let
traffic move the brine across the
grating.

SNOWFIGHTERS TRAINING PROGRAM - SPECIAL SPREADING AND PLOWING PROBLEMS
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A winter maintenance policy isn’t something that you can implement as the first snowflake lands on the roadway; it is something
that takes planning, preparation and training. Let’s look at various activities an agency should be performing throughout the year.

LATE SPRING:  (AFTER YOU HAVE HAD TIME TO REGROUP FROM THE WINTER)
• Conduct a meeting of agency personnel to review any problems encountered during the previous winter operations.

• Assess the adequacy of materials storage facilities both for environmental and worker safety and to accommodate
sufficient storage to prevent in-season re-supply concerns (the Salt Institute suggests storing an average year’s usage in-
house prior to the winter season.)

• Lubricate and repair equipment and determine equipment needs for next winter.

• Inspect and repair storage facilities as necessary.

SUMMER:
• Order winter maintenance materials and schedule delivery times. Dry salt is probably the most widely used material

with salt brine, calcium chloride and magnesium chloride used in conjunction with salt or by themselves when
temperatures plunge.

• Negotiate any needed contracts for equipment or personnel.

• Complete plans for weather reporting and forecasting services. You may be able to join with other agencies that operate
an  RWIS  (Road Weather Information System) to locate, track and forecast weather systems in or near your area of
maintenance.

• Make any last minute written revisions to your winter maintenance program.

LATE SUMMER OR EARLY FALL:
• Assign responsibilities to your department personnel for winter operations. It must be made clear who is in charge of

specific responsibilities as well as who reports to whom. Concise, accurate information is crucial to an effective program.

• Agree on call-out procedures and gather phone and pager numbers for personnel.

• Specify primary and secondary plowing routes and identify the equipment and personnel that will be responsible for
these routes.

• Mark features such as manholes, fire hydrants, etc. to more easily locate them during snow conditions.

• Evaluate problem areas prone to drift formations to see if preventive actions are warranted. Tall weeds, grasses and other
vegetation on the upwind side of roadways can cause drifts. Simply mowing or trimming, allowing the wind to blow
unobstructed across the roadway, can greatly reduce the potential for drifts in many cases.

• Train, train, train. Conduct training sessions for all winter personnel. This includes the equipment operators as well as office
staff, dispatchers, and the like. It is vital that everyone knows their area of responsibility and how to properly perform their
duties. Equipment operators should make several dry runs over their assigned routes to become familiar with the roads and
to plan in advance the best way of removing the snow from potential “tight spots” such as cul-de-sacs and the like.

• Training and relevant materials are available from a variety of sources. The Salt Institute has training materials on its
website, http://www.saltinstitute.org/snowfighting, which you can customize and use to train your personnel. The WV T2
Center can also provide additional materials.

• Outfit your equipment for winter operations and make practice runs to ensure that everything works properly. Calibrate all
spreading or spraying equipment before beginning winter operations. Applying low cost products such as salt at twice the
needed rates is not only wasteful but offers no increase in benefits.

• Enlist and train personnel from other departments for backup or relief during prolonged winter storm events.

• Conduct a meeting with other entities such as the school system, transit operators, fire, police, media, EMT services and
business leaders to present your winter maintenance program. This will help each entity understand how, when and where
the roads will be maintained.

Snowfighting Calendar
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On September 4th and 5th the Charles-
ton, WV Civic Center was packed with
exhibitors and participants involved with
winter road maintenance issues. Individu-
als from state highway agencies, federal
agencies, military installations, and
airports all came out to attend this event.
Individuals from thirty different states and
Canada made up the over eight hundred
attendees.

The Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) is the main coordinating agency
of this event, and this year involved the
West Virginia Transportation Technology
Transfer Center, The West Virginia
Division of Highways, and The West
Virginia Parkways, Economic Develop-
ment, and Tourism Authority. The West
Virginia T2 Center thanks all of the indi-
viduals who worked tirelessly to make
this event a success, managing everything
from equipment move-in, to attendee and
exhibitor registration, and moderating
symposium sessions. These individuals
worked together as a team, and went
above and beyond the call of duty. This
event is a great example of what can be
accomplished when state and federal
agencies partner together, and the WV
T2 Center is proud of our WV State
Agencies. The WV T2 Center would also
like to thank our Advisory Board Mem-
bers who took the time to support the
T2 Center and assist with this event. In
particular, Mike DeMary of Fairmont and
Terry Hough of Morgantown presented
a session on using natural brines as an
anti-icing agent.

Once again, to everyone who assisted
with this event, THANK YOU for all of
your hard work.

2002 EASTERN WINTER ROAD MAINTENANCE SYMPOSIUM AND EQUIPMENT EXPO IN REVIEW

Scenes from the Symposium & Equipment Expo

Fred VanKirk, Secretary of Transportation,
helped kick off the Symposium and Expo.

Participants had lots of exhibits to visit
to learn about the latest in equipment,
materials, and training in the area of
snow and ice control and maintenance.

This WVDOH spreader and plow truck
was one of the many on display.

The band, Weekend Grass, provided
musical entertainment at the WinterFest
2002 Reception. Band members are
Loretta Triplett, John White, Randy
Triplett ( A WVDOH Clay County
employee), and Richard Williams.

Participants had a chance to get a
unique view of this truck displayed
as part of the inside exhibits.

Cutting-edge snow fighting equipment like
this WV turnpike truck was available for
participants to examine.
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BECKLEY COURSE DATES
MINE ACADEMY- PLEASE CHECK WALL SCHEDULE IN MAIN ENTRANCE FOR THE SCHEDULED “ROADS SCHOLAR” CLASSROOM

October 21 Winter Maintenance Work  Zone Traffic Control

November 21 Asphalt Roads: Common Maintenance Problems Control of Utility Cuts

December 9 Proper Signs and Markings Risk Management/Tort Liability

CLARKSBURG COURSE DATES
WVDOH DISTRICT 4 HEADQUARTERS CONFERENCE ROOM

October 22 Winter Maintenance Work  Zone Traffic Control

November 18 Asphalt Roads: Common Maintenance Problems Control of Utility Cuts

December 10 Proper Signs and Markings Risk Management/Tort Liability

UPCOMING ROADS SCHOLAR COURSES

Beginning October 2002 through December 2002, the WV T2 Center will be offering Six Roads Scholar Courses in
four separate locations - Beckley, Clarksburg, Martinsburg, Moundsville. Morning courses are from 8:30 AM - 11:30
AM. Afternoon courses are from 12:30 PM - 3:30 PM. Lunch is on your own.  Call Kim at 304-293-3031 x 2612, or email
kcarr@wvu.edu to register.

Morning Courses Afternoon Courses

MARTINSBURG COURSE DATES
JAMES RUMSEY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE ASSEMBLY ROOM

October 24 Winter Maintenance Work  Zone Traffic Control

November 19 Asphalt Roads: Common Maintenance Problems Control of Utility Cuts

December 12 Proper Signs and Markings Risk Management/Tort Liability

MOUNDSVILLE COURSE DATES
WVDOH DISTRICT 6 HEADQUARTERS CONFERENCE ROOM

October 23 Winter Maintenance Work  Zone Traffic Control

November 20 Asphalt Roads: Common Maintenance Problems Control of Utility Cuts

December 11 Proper Signs and Markings Risk Management/Tort Liability
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ASPHALT ROADS: COMMON MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS

Review of the causes of potholes, rutting, corrugations, alligator cracking, etc. and
the correct repair procedures. This session will cover proper repair methods, mate-
rials, and equipment that should be used in making lasting repairs.

CONTROL OF UTILITY CUTS

One of the most aggravating items that undermine the structural stability of a newly
reconstructed or resurfaced street is the new utility or repair cut. This session will
cover ways of controlling roadway cuts by contractors and utilities through ordi-
nances, permits, specifications, and proper inspection along with fee systems. This
session will also discuss proper utility cut procedures.

RISK MANAGEMENT/ TORT LIABILITY

Does the thought of a lawsuit make you cringe? Then this course is for you!
Participants of this workshop will develop an understanding and assessment of
their major liability exposures. Ideas on ways to begin a risk management program
will be presented. These ideas will cover preventing or reducing risks before acci-
dents can occur in such areas as complaint reporting, signs, and work zone traffic
control.

PROPER SIGNS AND MARKINGS

Signs and markings play a critical role in the safety and comprehension of motor-
ists. This course will discuss which signs and markings should be used and how to
use them. Additionally, examples of improper signing will be discussed. At the
conclusion of this course, the participant should have a deeper understanding of
The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).

WINTER MAINTENANCE

The quality of your winter maintenance affects everyone in your community. This
workshop will help you review methods of snow and ice control, including plow-
ing procedures, salt usage and storage, chemicals and abrasives, anti-icing, and
snow fencing. Additionally, the area of public relations will be addressed. By
having media contacts and keeping the public informed, your job can be done
quicker and more efficiently.

WORK  ZONE TRAFFIC CONTROL

Knowledge of the work zone is essential for all transportation employees. This
workshop will review standards, traffic control devices, parts of a work zone,
typical applications, and flagging operations. Additionally, this workshop incor-
porates a “hands-on” game board exercise, allowing you to put your knowledge
to the test!

ROADS SCHOLAR COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

WEBSITE CORRECTION

In the August 2002 edition of Country Roads and City Streets, the website
address for American Traffic Safety Services Association (ATSSA) was printed
incorrectly. Please note that the correct address is www.atssa.com. We apologize for
this misprint.
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2003 ROADWAY MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE

The Mid-Atlantic Transportation Technology
Transfer (T2) Centers and Local Technical
Assistance Programs (LTAP) will be holding their
11th Annual Roadway Management Conference
(RMC) in Wheeling, WV March 17-19. We would
love to have your participation!  At the 2002
conference we had over 350 attendees, in addition
to a wide range of exhibitors showcasing cutting
edge technologies and products.

The RMC is targeted to practitioners in the construction and maintenance of
state, county, and municipal roads and streets. This includes elected and
appointed officials, managers, engineers, technicians, supervisors, and
contractors. As individuals and agencies that are in charge of roads and
streets, you are facing many new challenges, such as stormwater
management requirements, new MUTCD revisions, and continuing budget
constraints. This  conference can help you and your agency prepare for, and
successfully address, these challenges.

The RMC provides both a classroom and demonstration format. In 2003,
several companies will be demonstrating products and equipment that can
help make your jobs easier and more cost efficient. Want to see flowable fill
in action? Curious what white-topping is?
Interested in seeing a pipe-lining product? Are you
familiar with street printing? These are just some of
the demonstrations being planned for the 2003
Conference. In additon to our site demonstrations,
the preliminary program contains a host of
sessions. Based on feedback we’ve received from
previous conference attendees, we’ve lengthened
some of the session times, and have added an
additional conference breakout session. We
encourage you to bring several representatives
from your agency, so you can gather as much information to take back as
possible. A few of the preliminary topics include sessions on pavement,
gravel road maintenace, vegetation control, composting issues, and
innovative ways to stretch your agency’s dollars.

The conference program is scheduled to go out the end of this year, so keep
a look out for it. In the meantime, mark your calendars for March 17- 19.

You don’t want to miss the 2003 Roadway Management Conference.
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WE WANT TO KNOW

We are always looking to improve our program to better serve your needs. The T2

Center welcomes any ideas, comments, or suggestions you have regarding our
program.

To provide the Center with feedback, or to make changes to your mailing address,
please fill out the following form. Please fax your form to Kim at 304-293-7109,
email to kcarr@wvu.edu, or mail to WV T2 Center, WVU, PO Box 6103,
Morgantown, WV 26506-6103.

1. Please send me more information on:

2. Please provide us with training workshop suggestions that would benefit you
and your agency.

3. Please list topics for publications, videos, and/or cd-roms that you would like
the Center to obtain for our lending libraries.

4. Please list any additional comments on how the T2 Center could better serve you.

5. Please fill out the following to update your mailing information or to request
information.

Name: ____________________________________________________

Job Title: ____________________________________________________

Company: ____________________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________

City: ____________________  State: ________  Zip Code: _________

Phone: ____________________ Fax: ___________________________

E-mail: ____________________________________________________

The West Virginia T2 Center is a part
of the nationwide Local Technical
Assistance Program (LTAP), which is
funded by the Federal Highway
Administration. The Center also receives
funding from the West Virginia
Department of  Transportation.

Mission:
The mission of the West Virginia
T2 Center is to foster a safe and efficient
transportation system. The T2 Center’s
mandate is to improve the transporta-
tion system by improving the
professional skills of those involved in
highway design, construction and
maintenance, and to act as a resource
for them by keeping up-to-date training
libraries and constantly seeking/
developing new technologies.

Overall Goal:
The Center’s overall goal is to
improve the transportation system
by focusing on professional train-
ing, technical assistance, and
information dissemination.

To achieve this goal, the WV T2  Center
does the following:

• Provides on-site training
and demonstrations

• Publishes a quarterly newsletter

• Maintains a video and
publications library

• Provides technical assistance via
e-mail, telephone, fax, mail, or
site visits
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Please share this newsletter
with others.
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®

IN BRIEF WITH RON ECK

Another winter season is almost upon
us.  By now, your agency’s materials,
equipment, policies and plans are in
place.  Whatever the coming winter

brings, it provides an opportunity to assess how your agency
is doing relative to snow-fighting.  Because we have years
of experience with doing things a certain way and familiar-
ity with materials and equipment, there is sometimes a
tendency to say “Why change, we’ve always done it this
way.”  However, while we are standing still, the rest of the
world is constantly changing.  Each year, there’s more travel
(as measured by vehicle-miles) on the roadways. The trav-
eling public seems more demanding of roadway agencies.
Roadway condition during the winter goes beyond local
matters since it has economic development implications.
Just-in-time inventory practices mean more goods are on
the road at any point in time and they need predictable
delivery schedules regardless of the weather. Safe, passable
roads throughout the year are also an important consider-

ation for individuals and businesses seeking sites for their
ventures.

At the same time, as the snow expo in Charleston in early
September dramatically demonstrated, there are all sorts
of new technology available for snow-fighting. Equipment
innovations range from on-the-road devices to support
services.  There are new materials and new technologies
for applying these materials.

I encourage you look for ways to incorporate some of
these materials/equipment to enhance your winter opera-
tions.  This does not mean doing away with what has
worked in the past and continues to work well, but merely
enhancing it.  Innovation helps make better use of avail-
able resources, which are always limited.  For example,
some West Virginia communities have found that liquid
chemicals, in pre-wetting or other applications, mean they
can achieve the same result with less salt or buy time in
their snow-fighting operations.  Business as usual is no
longer good enough when it comes to winter maintenance.


